
2019-01-30 Brown Dog Meeting notes

Date

30 Jan 2019

Attendees

Yan Zhao
Bing Zhang -
Sandeep Puthanveetil Satheesan
Luigi Marini

 - Shannon Bradley
 - Rob Kooper

 - Kenton McHenry
 - Gregory Jansen

add Michelle and Diego next week

Agenda

Updates - LDAP  following up with Nathan about error with LDAP submissionYan Zhao
spoke with Nathan - found a problem
Need Rob to look at ticket and look at problem/test

CZO use case development
Confluence page:CZO: Geostreaming Data Framework Integration
Has not been updated since 1/17
will update

Tool Catalog Updates/Cleanup
Design Page - Tools Catalog Version 2.0

Deployments
Bing Zhang  - what is status
deployed semantic service and extractors on dev
tried simple test - seems it is working
Yan will add more tests later this week
Started working on annotation
what about the ability to recreate a container in the correct status - log of what its status was? - need to follow up

maintain a status of all extractors that were running so you can bring them back up
V 0.6

Sandeep Puthanveetil Satheesan looked at the list, there might be things we want to remove given current priorities - new comments?
https://opensource.ncsa.illinois.edu/jira/projects/BD/versions/17194
I don't think we are capturing all tasks when we create them in the appropriate release version

Discussion items

Time Item Who Notes

Bing semantic service and semantic extractor have been deployed on dev. Semantic extractor with automatic annotation is under development.

No blockers

Luigi
Had a brief conversation with Michelle and Diego regarding CZO use case. They are very excited. We should meet to discuss how to 
tie everything together.  added them to next Wednesday meeting since we are snowed in todayShannon Bradley
Need to finish the user key propagation - Luigi's task and PR is in review / in progress

    Yan clowder new metadata widget
pecan – download data from government ftp, need some time.
mapping service - will add more test cases.
Admins of the Mapping Service will have a way to selectively submit URLs of files in Clowder that have a mapping defined has approved 
mappings.
^ will not be done this way - changing to a different design based on Mondays design discussion

Sandeep

Started work on Tools Catalog 2.0 design page  -   BD-2324 Draft features for Tools Catalog 2.0 DONE

Started work on  and did some digging into  -   BD-2245 Dockerize extractor info fetcher service TO DO

 -   BD-2277 Fix SSL related errors getting from RabbitMQ VM TO DO

2277 could be tricky to fix - not sure yet
Have simple interfaces so we can start developing the new implementation
Ben created a few wireframes - will look at those to see what can be used
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Greg testing deploying all of BD with docker - Sandeep put him on PR
made some progress on the browndog-testbed site, which is now up and running the new code. Now to get some actual tests to run so that 
we can have results. Still troubleshooting in that respect.
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